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Abstract: This research examined cooperation among core Thai government organizations involved
in achieving the energy-from-waste (EFW) targets stipulated in the country’s 2015 Alternative
Energy Development Plan (AEDP). To this end, we used the institutional analysis and development
(IAD) framework to illuminate the intricacies of such collaboration, which reflects interactions that
flow logically from the decisions and measures taken by actors as they deliberate over relevant
situations. Data were obtained mainly from government documents and in-depth interviews with
employees of the collaborators that are directly involved in the development and implementation
of AEDP 2015. The concept of cooperation intensity was used to inquire into the cooperative
interactions of the aforementioned government organizations and analyze the factors and
conditions that influence these actors’ decision to work with one another. We focused on the effects
of institutions on cooperation under the AEDP policy process. To strengthen the novelty of this
work, we categorized cooperation intensity into five levels, which can serve as guidance in the
evaluation and improvement of collaborative endeavors. These levels are reflected in collaboration
through (1) the pursuit of common goals and mutual benefits, (2) the pooling of resources, (3) the
sharing of responsibilities, (4) the synchronization of activities, and (5) the monitoring of partners.
Using the proposed cooperation intensity levels, we identified the following causes of ineffective
cooperation: Differences in perceptions of problems related to municipal solid waste (MSW) and
the prioritization of solutions put forward by the individual actors; the actors’ commitment to
different solutions; the inconsistency among responsibilities, actions, and control over the expected
outcomes of the actors; the failure of the actors to clarify and synchronize related and duplicate
policy activities; and the unwillingness of the actors to undergo checking and monitoring.
Overcoming these problems necessitates the enhancement of communication, which would
reinforce cooperation given that effective communication leads to perfect information and an
improved understanding of other actors.
Keywords: cooperation intensity; IAD framework; government organizations; energy-from-waste
(EFW); rules-in-use; effective communication; AEDP 2015

1. Introduction
Similar to other developing countries [1], Thailand is now facing challenges that arise from the
growth of economies, populations, and urbanizations—that is, increased energy demand,
environmental degradation, global warming effects, and municipal solid waste (MSW) generation
and management problems. MSW management, in particular, has caused the country critical
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problems that required urgent resolution, such as rising MSW generation, the limited capacity of
landfill sites, and environmental effects on surrounding areas. Compounding these issues is
insecurity in Thailand’s energy sector given the country’s substantial dependency on imported fossil
fuels and petroleum in serving national energy consumption demand. To illustrate, 60% of the total
energy consumption in 2017 was satisfied through imported fuels, of which around 80% is made up
for crude oil [2]. Seeking alternative energy resources has thus been a crucial difficulty for the Thai
government.
As reflected in global trends, one of the most potentially efficient approaches to satisfying energy
demand and dealing with MSW management problems is the conversion of MSW into energy-fromwaste (EFW) products [3], which can be considered as a kind of bioenergy resources [4]. EFW
products can also be used as an environmentally friendly bioenergy resource for electricity, heat,
and/or transport fuel generation [4]. Similar to biomass, EFW product is regarded as a renewable and
carbon-neutral energy resource used to replace and/or reduce usage of fossil fuels and coal, which
are considered as the important sources of CO2 and NOx emission [5–7]. Such products therefore play
an important role in mitigating the emission of greenhouse gas (GHG) [6].
For this reason, the government has promoted and implemented the conversion of MSW into
EFW or waste-to-energy (WTE) products as a practical strategy for resolving national MSW
management problems, reducing the burden imposed on landfill sites, fulfilling energy demand, and
reducing CO2 production and global warming impacts. This strategy is part of Thailand’s 2015
Alternative Energy Development Plan (AEDP), which is the government’s initiative for minimizing
reliance on imported energy and cultivating domestic alternative energy resources, especially EFW.
At the end of the plan’s implementation in 2036, the proportion of renewable energy used in the
country is forecast to increase to 30% final energy consumption, thereby replacing around 39,388 ktoe
of fossil fuel utilization and reducing GHG emissions by around 140 million tCO2eq [8]. Under the
ultimate goals, 550 MW of electricity and 495 ktoe of heat would be accounted for by the achievement
of EFW targets [9].
The conversion of MSW into energy is gaining momentum as a preferred MSW management
strategy in Thailand, and feed-in-tariffs (FiTs) for WTE-based electricity generation is supported by
the government (Table 1) [10]. To date, however, the country has only 39 WTE plants with an
electricity generation capacity of around 313 MW and three WTE incinerators with a heat generation
capacity of approximately 47 ktoe [9,10]. Achieving the EFW targets set forth in AEDP 2015 requires
relevant organizations to cooperate with one another in establishing an appropriate and desirable FiT
for heat generation from MSW. Through collaboration, these organizations can jointly support and
encourage MSW-related development and investment.
Table 1. Feed-in-tariffs (FiTs) for electricity generation from municipal solid waste (MSW) in
Thailand.

Generation Capacity
≤1MW
>1–3 MW
>3 MW

FiT (Thai baht/unit)
6.34
5.82
5.08

Period of Supports (years)
20
20
20

Source: Data from [11].

Numerous efforts have been initiated to satisfy requirements for EFW development, especially
the elimination of MSW management and EFW technology limitations, but such endeavors
disregarded the importance of cooperation among relevant government organizations in sustainable
and holistic EFW development and effective EFW policy formulation and implementation. In
particular, energy policy creation and enactment in accordance with waste management directives is
required given that government organizations involved in energy and waste management must
cooperate to ensure the feasibility of EFW development and investment and to derive value from
these projects. Unfortunately, such partnership has not arisen in the Thai context, with ineffective
cooperation among governed institutions weakening and impeding EFW development in the
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country. Nevertheless, an optimistic outlook can be derived from Thai government organizations’
realization of the negative effects of their inability to cooperate and their efforts to deal with this
obstacle. This impediment, as stated in AEDP, can be resolved by searching for a host that will
support the advancement of EFW programs, fostering integrated cooperation among relevant
agencies, and developing a database system for data sharing among such entities [11,12]. The
difficulty now is that Thai government organizations have not released analytical or research results
on the causes of ineffective cooperation; nor have they provided details regarding the proposed
improvements to collaboration or presented clearly defined steps in implementing these
enhancements. This challenge points to the critical need for comprehensive explorations of the
problem and systematic approaches to improving collaboration among government organizations.
Policy process generally involves different types of knowledge, actors, and activities, thus
leading to situational overlaps, which inevitably drive activities in one circumstance to affect those
occurring in another [13]. To this end, effective cooperation among parties is necessary for a
successful public policy process [9]. As asserted by Edward [14], disunity in organizations hinders
the cooperation essential to the implementation of complex policies, especially those that require joint
efforts from many parties. Inappropriate institutional arrangement is indicated as a factor influencing
the lack of cooperation, which in turn, contributes to ineffective policy process [15]. Hence,
understanding among institutions is essential; such understanding refers to the shared concepts that
govern the behavior of actors participating in a policy situations [13].
Effective cooperation should be accorded priority because many policy-related tasks required
different actors to interact collectively and help one another in managing difficulties. Cooperation is
also a primary driver of good understanding among actors, which can increase policy effectiveness
[16,17] and encourage actors to share resources, information, and competencies to support enhanced
decision making, interactions, and the achievement of mutual goals and policy outcomes [18,19].
An important consideration in attempts to foster cooperation is that it is not a “simple behavior,
nor even as specific pattern of behaviors. Rather, it is seen as a set of relations among behaviors and
their consequences” [20]. Cooperation has been defined in different ways, but explanations of the concept
always revolve around the manner by which actors effectively work together. Examples are its
definitions as “the alignment of incentives, or the extent to which partners are willing to work
together” [21] and “the organizations working together for the same goals, but maintain control of
their individual resources” [22]. Sometimes the term “cooperation” is used interchangeably with
“coordination” and “collaboration” [23,24]. Cooperation has likewise been elucidated as involving
goal-directed behaviors, rewards for each participant, distributed responses, coordination, and social
coordination, whose combination can augment the accuracy with which the types of cooperation
transpiring among actors are classified [20].
With respect to general relationships in society, individual actors are connected with others
through four types of ties, namely, (1) similarities that include “spatial and temporal proximity as
well as co-membership in groups and events and sharing socially significant attributes” (e.g., residing
in the same location, belonging to the same race, or having the same attitude); (2) social relations
conceptualized as continuous properties (e.g., friendship, kinship, or business partnership); (3)
interactions viewed as “being facilitated by and occurring in the context of social relations (and viceversa)” (e.g., providing advice and support, engaging in trade); and (4) flows described as “tangible
and intangible things that are transmitted through interactions” (e.g., information or resources)
[19,25]. These ties can lead to cooperation that can occur tacitly without communication or explicit
agreement given that the expectations of actors are merged; through negotiation; and through
enforcement by a strong actor, provided that such actor also adjusts its own policies and endeavors
to achieve mutual benefits [26]. The decision of actors to cooperate with one another is influenced by
various factors, such as the previous interactions of an individual actors [20,27–29], the achievement
of cooperation objectives in the past [30], the effects of institutions [13] and neighboring
municipalities’ decisions [31], and an actor’s willingness, intensives, self-interest, and opportunism
[21,32].
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Because cooperation results from the decisions and actions of actors to work together, the
patterns that underlie such collaboration are flexible. That is, cooperation can vary depending on the
degree of interaction among actors as they jointly create values [33,34]. Accordingly, researchers have
been attempting to systematically classify cooperation to broaden our understanding of this behavior.
Weber and Heidenreich [33], for example, categorized cooperation in product development into
vertical cooperation with suppliers and customers, horizontal cooperation with competitors, and
institutional cooperation with university and research organizations. The authors also identified
three stages of new product development on the basis of the actors involved in the industrial process:
Concept development, product development, and implementation. Alimov [35] classified
cooperation among partners, from the perspective of regional economics, into cooperation in the
political and security domains, in trade and economic activities, and in the development of culture
and humanitarianism. In their study on cooperation among Indonesian government organizations to
support the implementation of an e-government system, Nurdin, Stockdale, and Scheepers [36]
classified cooperation into vertical (within an organization) and horizontal (between different
organizations) collaboration.
Effective cooperation among actors is necessary for successful collective work. To the best of our
knowledge; however, a limited understanding has been achieved as to cooperation among
government organizations and the conditions that are conducive to the effective development and
implementation of public policy. To improve our grasp of such matters, this research delved into
collaboration among Thai government organizations involved in the formulation and enactment of
AEDP 2015 using the institutional analysis and development (IAD) framework. Analysis was
directed specifically toward the effects of the institutions on the characteristics of policy situations,
the manner by which the actors interact, and the factors that influence their decision to cooperate
with one another in the policy process of interest.
The specific interactions of interest in this work were those occurring among core Thai
government organizations involved in the development and implementation of the EFW targets
stipulated in AEDP 2015. Data for the case study were extracted through document analysis and indepth interviews with government staff. In this regard, the objectives of the study were to examine
the intensity of cooperation among the actors and to analyze the factors and conditions that influence
decisions of these actors to cooperate with one another.
To elevate our understanding of cooperation, we applied the concept of cooperation intensity,
which is described as actor interactions that involve vigorous contribution to policy work and policy
outcomes. The concept was further categorized into five levels to reinforce the novel contributions of
this study. The levels at issue are reflected in (1) the pursuit of common goals and mutual benefits,
(2) the pooling of resources, (3) the sharing of responsibilities, (4) the synchronization of activities,
and (5) the monitoring of partners. This proposed hierarchy constitutes the implications of the
research given its applicability as a reference in the assessment of current situations, the improvement
of cooperation in a step-by-step manner, and the proposal of strategies for enhancing cooperation
and, thereby, policy development and implementation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief background on the IAD
framework, and Section 3 describes the methodology adopted in this work. Section 4 presents the
results, Section 5 discusses the findings, and Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. Institutional Analysis and Development Framework
The IAD framework (Figure 1) is an institutional approach generalized for institutional and
collective action analyses [13]. This framework was constructed on the basis of the effects of rules and
norms that were determined from logical observations; it is useful in deriving a set of typical
regulations that influence the different elements necessary for policy analysis [37,38]. The framework
also uncovers details of an action situation, thereby reinforcing our understanding of interactions
among actors and the outcomes of such exchanges [39].
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Biophysical/
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A
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Action
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Interactions
Evaluative

Participants

Criteria
Outcomes

Figure 1. Institutional analytical and development (IAD) framework by Ostrom derived from [40].

The IAD framework is used to examine questions related to the effects of institutions on
interesting events or situations. The framework is adopted primarily in analyzing what effects
emerge from external variables, how decisions are made, and what actions are exercised [41]. Its core
analytical unit is the action arena, which is defined as a conceptual space where actors interact and
experience the consequences of actions [13]. The action arena comprises actors and action situations,
which are influenced by exogenous variables (biophysical conditions, community attributes, and
rules-in-use). The relationship between actors in an action arena that is subjected to constraints from
exogenous variables are reflected through patterns of interaction [42]. An action situation is
constructed from the association among seven variables, which were explained by Ostrom, Gardner,
and Walker [43] as follows: When actors participate in a given situation, they are assigned positions
and are required to decide among various actions in light of information made available to them. This
information apprises actors of how actions are linked to potential outcomes, the levels of control that
they can exercise over such linkages, and the costs and benefits that come with actions and outcomes.
The above-mentioned variables are influenced by rules-in-use, which are the “shared
understanding among those involved that refer to enforced prescriptions about what actions (or
states of the world) are required, prohibited, or permitted” [44]. Rules-in-use are consulted and
applied by actors in action situations, thus reflecting that such regulations directly control the
decisions and behaviors of actors [39]. To facilitate analysis, the IAD framework classifies rules-inuse into seven types on the basis of the key influence that they exert on variables related to an action
situation [13,39,41]. These rules are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Definitions of rules-in-use that define action arena.

Rules

Influenced
Variables

Boundary

Actors

Position

Positions

Choice

Actions

Information

Information

Aggregation

Control
Potential
outcomes

Scope

Definitions
Specify how actors that are required to assume or relinquish
positions are chosen
Establish a set of positions or roles, which are held by different
types of actors in an action situation
Identify what actions assigned to an actor in a position are
allowed, mandated, and prohibited
Indicate information is available to each position and channels
of communication among actors
Determine how decisions are made in an action situation
Specify the potential outcomes that can be affected and,
working backward, the actions linked to specific outcomes
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Costs and
benefits

Payoff

Affect the benefits and costs that accompany particular
combinations of actions and outcomes and establish incentives
and deterrents for action
Source: Adapted from [39].

The behaviors of actors who participate in a particular structure of action situations under the
influence of exogenous variables constitute patterns of interaction that lead to an actual or predicted
range of outcomes. Patterns of interaction are the characteristics of the internal structure that typifies
an action situation and the conduct of actors in a resultant structure [13].
These components and occurrences are discernible in policy development and implementation
situations, wherein one of the actions required of actors is to work cooperatively. The decision of
actors to collaborate and the intensity with which they execute this task directly influences the
effectiveness of policy work. Understanding the factors that affect such decisions and behavior is
therefore necessary in ascertaining ways to ensure effective cooperation in policy development and
implementation.
3. Materials and Methodology
3.1. Qualitative Descriptive Analysis
This study is of a qualitative design, which involves analysis grounded in qualitative
descriptions for the purpose of recounting events, perceptions, experiences, or phenomena from the
perspectives of informants in a simple manner [45,46]. The focal point of qualitative research is to
obtain rich data and augment the understanding of situations evident in investigated case studies
[47]. Its outstanding advantage is that the results obtained present vibrant and direct descriptions of
events and perceptions, which are acquired through subtle inference. The results are interpretations
that represent collected data in a language similar to an informant’s own [45,48,49]. Adopting a
qualitative descriptive design, this research thoroughly described the situations occurring in policy
development and implementation on the basis of collected documentary and interview data.
Information that was as rich as possible was derived without the application of strong inference to
preserve the authenticity of the situations.
3.2. Data Collection
As previously stated, data were collected from document reviews and in-depth interviews. Print
and electronic government documents related to EFW, MSW management, AEDP 2015, and related
policies were analyzed (Table 3). The interview data, especially the numerical information, were
rechecked against the information obtained from the documents to ensure accuracy and acquire
details that might have been missed during the interviews.
Table 3. Main sources of governmental written and electronic documents.

Governmental Documents
Alternative Energy Development Plan (AEDP)
Action Plan for AEDP
The National Solid Waste Management Master Plan
Action Plan “Thai Zero Waste”
Action Plan “Clean Province”
Annual Report
Thai Pollution Annual Report
Booklet on Thailand State of Pollution
3.3. In-Depth Interview

Year
2015
2015
2016–2021
2016–2017
2018
2015-2017
2017
2018

References
[8]
[11]
[50]
[51]
[52]
[53–55]
[56]
[57]
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The in-depth interviews were carried out in September 2017 with nine government officials
working in three ministries of the Thai government, which are Ministry of Energy (MoEN), Ministry
of Natural Resources and Environment (MoNRE), and Ministry of (MoI). In accordance with the basic
principles of qualitative descriptive analysis [46,47], the interviewees were thoroughly screened
because this research attached more weight to the significance and richness of information than to
the number of respondents. A snowball method is used to identify interviewees. All the selected
interviewees were evaluated as having relevant roles, responsibilities, and solid contributions to the
AEDP policy process and were determined as having trustworthy work experiences and specialized
expertise. The interviewees were interviewed separately in Thai language at the interviewee’s office
with the average interview duration around 60 minutes. The interviewees were asked to explain
about the situations during the development and implementation of AEDP 2015 and EFW targets
with the focus on problems, difficulties, and solutions, the requirement and supports necessary for
policy works, collaborative working atmosphere among relevant organizations, and the opinions
about AEDP2015 and the relevant policies. The interviews results were recorded with the
permissions of the interviewees. Details regarding the interviewees and their contributions to AEDP
2015 and/or EFW management are shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Details of interviewees.

Organizations

MoEN

MoNRE

MoI

Contributions
Acquiring and analyzing information to set up the
agenda
Comparing alternative scenarios and making decisions in
the formulation of AEDP 2015
Cooperating with relevant organizations to implement
and monitor AEDP 2015
Sharing information and suggestions for the
development of AEDP 2015
Formulating the National Solid Waste Master Plan
Supporting the Zero Waste Action Plan
Approving funding for local administrative
organizations and EIA for EFW plants
Sharing information and suggestions for the
development of AEDP 2015
Operating MSW management systems
Investing in EFW plants

Number of
Interviewees

5

2

2

4. Results
The results were organized in accordance with the core analytical units of the IAD framework
(exogenous variables, action arena, and patterns of interaction)—see Figure 1. The individual
components of the framework were analyzed in relation to the data from the document review and
interviews results.
4.1. Analysis of Exogenous Variables
Starting from exogenous variables, the IAD framework divides these variables into biophysical
conditions, community attributes, and rules-in-use [13]. The details of these variables of the case
study are presented in the following sections.
4.1.1. Biophysical Conditions
Polski and Ostrom [13] defined the biophysical conditions as the physical resources or
capabilities involved in the production of goods or services. In the current research, the considered
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biophysical conditions were those pertaining to the quantity and quality of MSW available for EFW
production. As stated by a MoEN interviewee, these conditions were the main concern in the
establishment of EFW targets. Other conditions such as EFW locations, types of technologies, and
acceptance by locals were secondary matters considering that AEDP 2015 is designed to establish
national EFW targets; decisions regarding EFW investment are left to the discretion of investors.
With regard to the efforts of the MoNRE and MoI to reduce the MSW generation rate and the
improper disposal of such waste in Thailand, the MoEN interviewee indicated that the ministries
established EFW targets on the basis of the assumption that in 2036, Thailand will have
inappropriately disposed of approximately 70,000 tons of MSW, among which 44,000 tons would be
useable as an energy resource.
4.1.2. Attributes of Community
As explained by North [58] and Ostrom [41], the organizational structures, scopes of authority,
and policy directions of government organizations are encompassed by governance. Similarly, the
policies supporting EFW development are influenced by national agenda, which focuses on MSW
management problems [59] that affect the policy directions adopted by government organizations in
relation to the use and management of MSW. Amid this backdrop, these organizations are compelled
to formulate policies and collaborate in serving the central government.
4.1.3. Rules-in-Use
This research centered on the effects of aggregation, information, and scope rules because these
are the regulations that principally influence the decisions and actions of actors to interact in
accomplishing policy works and outcomes.
The remaining four types of rules-in-use (boundary, position, choice, and payoff) were excluded
from consideration because all the actors involved in this case study are government organizations.
Their positions and actions are mandated by law and regulations, thereby eliminating the need to
consider position, boundary, and choice rules. We also minimally examined payoff rules because we
believe that the most important benefits obtainable by the actors are improvements to overall national
social welfare [37]. We regarded actor-oriented benefits as the support and cooperation that they
receive under relevant policies and costs as the increase in workload and responsibilities of actors.
The aggregation rules that influence cooperation among actors in this case study determine how
decisions are made and how the effects of such decisions contribute to policy outcomes. When a
government organization needs to decide on an issue, it is assumed to concern itself mainly with
current situations and the value that it can offer citizens in an effort to guarantee that the decision
promotes social welfare from different perspectives [37]. The nature of Thai bureaucracy means that
decision-making is a centralized responsibility [60,61], but efforts have been exerted to balance the
demands and benefits of all stakeholders (i.e., locals, authorities, private sectors, and NGOs) during
a policy process. Such balance is realized through public hearings, discussions featuring expert
panels, and focus group meetings, wherein various types of feedbacks and recommendations are
elicited. Nonetheless, even though the Thai government has been gradually leaning toward a
balance-oriented approach, its key concern remains the avoidance of decisions that cause conflicts,
tensions, and increased workload for officials because these can offend other organizations [61,62].
Information rules affect the availability of information and communication channels. The actors
in this case study communicate and share information through formal channels, such as official
correspondence, questionnaires, and discussions. However, the interview results indicated that the
actors disclose certain information in accordance with how convenient and confident they feel about
it. Some data that need to be divulged, such as information processing methods, are therefore
concealed. This behavior was explained by Velayutham and Perera [63] as originating from a shameprone culture, which drives government sectors to avoid disclosing information pertaining to
themselves. Consequently, it is difficult for actors to adequately obtain the information that they
require.
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Scope rules specify the extent of outcomes that can be influenced and whether desired outcomes
are achieved. Potential outcomes are the consequences of an actor’s decisions to implement actions
given the availability of certain information. For this reason, when the MoEN evaluates potential
policy outcomes with limited information as foundation, path dependency is used to delimit results
that are affected by actions. Path dependency refers to decisions that are made on the basis of past
knowledge and situations. The MoEN believes that ensuring the completion of policy works necessitates
adjustments to AEDP 2015 targets in accordance with related policies that were established before
the issuance of this version of the plan. These adjustments are expected to clear the way for gaining
the support and cooperation of other actors.
4.2. Analysis of Acton Arena
Actors and action situations are two action arena components that need to be identified to
illustrate the conditions lead to interactions in the considering situations. In this study, all the actors
examined are government organizations (i.e., the MoEN, MoNRE, and MoI) who functioned as the
key players in policy development and implementation situations. Feedbacks from various
stakeholders, such as locals, authorities, private sector companies, and NGOs, obtained through
public hearing activities, were treated as information that required consideration by government
organizations under the policy development and implementation process. The two components are
explained in detail in the succeeding sections.
4.2.1. Actors
Because of the research’s concentration on policy development and implementation by
government organizations, three major government actors were analyzed. The first is the MoNRE,
which is in charge of regulating the MSW generation rate and promoting the conversion of such waste
into energy. The second actor is the MoI, which manages and controls Thailand’s waste management
system (WMS) and decides on how to treat collected MSW. The third actor is the MoEN, which
creates incentives and encourages the development of and investment in EFW. Each of these actors
operate under different conditions in effectively developing and implementing policy because they
also use varying skills, resources, and processes under policy process (see [64]).
4.2.2. Action Situation
The action situation of interest in this work was explored with reference to the variables related
to an action arena, as proposed in the IAD framework. Given that all the actors examined are
government organization, their roles, scopes of authority, and responsibilities were delineated.
Under the IAD framework, two types of information are necessary for analysis: Complete and perfect
information [41]. When actors have complete information, they know about the internal structure of
the action situations in which they participate (actors, positions, actions, control, potential outcomes,
and costs and benefits) [41]. This does not mean, however, that they have perfect information, which
is the kind of information that enables actors to determine what happened in the past and how their
partners will move in the future [41].
In this study, all the actors were assumed to have the same complete information about the
internal structures (actors, positions, actions, controls, potential outcomes, and costs and benefits)
that characterize situations. Nevertheless, their abilities in analyzing and interpreting such
information can differ. Another essential issue for consideration is whether the actors have perfect
information given that this affects decisions. Tables 5 and 6 present details regarding the internal
structure of the AEDP 2015 development and implementation processes.
1. AEDP 2015 development process
The ongoing development of AEDP 2015 includes agenda-setting, decision-making, and policy
formulation. The interviews showed that the main actor in this process is the MoEN as this is the
agency responsible for establishing the development plan. Its core mandates are identifying
problems, comparing alternative solutions, discussing policy directions and targets, and formulating
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policy. The MoNRE and MoI participate in the policy development process as consultants that are
required to share information, especially on the MSW generation rate and capacity of the WMS;
exchange ideas, comments, and suggestions; and discuss policy direction and targets. Although the
information, ideas, and suggestions provided by the MoNRE and MoI are important and can
influence the EFW context, control over EFW targets remains with the MoEN.
With respect to potential outcomes/consequences of actions, the measures carried out by the MoNRE
and MoI can result in a renewable energy policy that is consistent with the MSW policies. The MoNRE
and MoI are obligated to add to their works, but they can also gain benefits from a renewable energy
policy that promotes the provision of support and incentives for MSW policies. The vastness of the
MSW generated in Thailand translates to a critical burden on landfilling, but conversion into EFW is
expected to reduce the volume that the country has to contend with. Simultaneously, the MoEN’s
actions lead to achievable EFW targets and attractive incentives for stakeholders, thereby enabling
the ministry to acquire assistance and cooperation for EFW development and investment.
Table 5. Internal structure of policy development situation on the basis of actors.

Variables
Actors
Positions

Internal Structure vis-à-vis Individual Actors

MoEN
MoNRE
MoI
Policy maker
Policy consultant
•
Identify problems
•
Compare alternative
solutions
•
Provide required information
•
Formulate policy
Actions
•
Share ideas, comments, and suggestions
•
Allow MoNRE and MoI to
discuss policy directions and
targets
Information
Complete, but not perfect information
Full effect on EFW target
Control
Partial effect on EFW target setting
setting
Achievable EFW targets and
Renewable energy development policy consistent
Potential
attractive incentives for all
with MSW policies
outcomes
stakeholders
•
Increased workload
Support and cooperation for
Costs and
•
Support and incentives for converting MSW
EFW development and
benefits
into EFW
implementation
2. AEDP 2015 implementation process
Implementing AEDP 2015 to achieve EFW targets necessitates that the three actors work
collectively and cooperatively. The MoEN is the actor mandated to ensure policy success, the MoI is
the key actor who can drive EFW development and investment, and the MoNRE is a critical agent
involved in environmental impact assessment (EIA) approval of the construction of EFW plants.
In this process, the MoEN has partial control over the goal achievement because it serves as a
consultant, grants approval for financial support and incentives, and policy monitor. Contrastingly,
the MoI enjoys greater jurisdiction because it acts as a policy operator and investor who can decide
on investments and select MSW treatment options. Similar to the MoEN, the MoNRE can influence
EFW development to a limited extent owing to its functions as a consultant, supporter, and EIA
endorser that can facilitate the EIA application and approval as well as provide knowledge about
EFW and related technologies.
With regards to potential outcomes from individual actors, the actions of the MoEN foster
interest in EFW development, which in turn, advances the realization of policy targets. When the
MoEN monitors implementation results, it can ascertain achieved and unachieved targets, thereby
paving the way for dealing with unexpected results. The potential outcomes of MoNRE actions are
convenience in EIA applications and increased interest in EFW development and investment.
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Although the MoNRE is compelled to work exhaustively in adjusting the EIA approval process, it
gains support for MSW solutions. The possible end result obtainable by the MoI is increased
investment in the conversion of MSW into EFW products—a development that is advantageous to
the reduction of landfilling, the production of electricity or heat from MSW, and the acquisition of
financial support.
Table 6. Internal structure of policy implementation situation on the basis of actors.

Variables
Actors

Internal Structure vis-à-vis Individual Actors

MoEN
MoNRE
MoI
Incentive and support
EIA endorser, consultant
Policy operator and
Positions
endorser, consultant, and
and supporter
investor
policy monitor
•
Provide supports
(knowledge and technology) •
Approve EIA for EFW
•
Select treatment
•
Approve incentives and
plant
for collected MSW
Actions
financial support
•
Provide supports
•
Decide to invest
•
Monitor target
(knowledge and technology)
in EFW plants
achievement
Information
Complete, but not perfect information
Partial impact on EFW target Partial impact on EFW target Major impact on EFW
Control
achievement
achievement
target achievement
•
Convenience in
applying for EIA approval
•
Increased interest in
Increase in EFW
Potential
•
Increased interest in
EFW development and
investment
outcomes
EFW development and
investment
investment
•
Reduction of
landfilling
•
EFW target
•
Increased workload
•
Energy in the
achievement
Costs and
•
Support for MSW
form of electricity or
•
Information to deal
benefits
policy
heat
with unexpected outcomes
•
Financial support
Concerning the benefits obtained from the successful implementation of AEDP 2015, the average
cost of renewable energy production based on the levelized cost of energy (LCOE) is forecasted to
reach 17.4 million baht/ktoe, and the average price of fossil fuels is estimated at 15 million baht/ktoe
[8,11]. However, the advantages that Thailand is expected to gain in terms of the mitigation of GHG
emission through the use of renewable energy for electricity and heat generation are is 2350 and 4120
tCO2eq/ktoe, respectively [11]. Additionally, around 16,060,000 tons of MSW per year is used to
produce energy rather than having such waste sent to landfills or treated through other methods.
Aracil et al. [65] estimated that landfill treatment for a ton of MSW can produce 0.454 tCO2eq of GHG
emissions, indicating that in total Thailand can reduce its GHG emissions to around 9,944,728 tCO2eq.
Furthermore, at a carbon credit price of 300 baht/tCO2eq [66], Thailand can acquire additional benefits
valued at 1,168,346,000 baht. The projected costs and benefits of AEDP 2015 are summarized in Table
7.
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Table 7. Costs and benefits of achieving energy-from-waste (EFW) targets in 2036.

Costs and Benefits
Costs

EFW production
•

Benefits

Total costs
Replacing fossil fuels
usage by EFW

•
Reduction of GHG
emission from replacing
fossil fuels by EFW

•

Reduction of GHG in
MSW treatment in
landfills
Total benefits

Total Benefits

Million
Baht

Million
USD*

Calculations

13,159.27

438.64

756.28** ktoe x 17.4 million
Baht/ktoe

13,159.27
11,344.20

438.64
378.14

796.05

26.53

2,187.37

72.91

14,327.62

477.58

1,168.35

38.94

756.28** ktoe x 15 million
Baht/ktoe
[(261.28** ktoe x 2350
tCO2eq/ktoe) +(495** ktoe x
4,120 tCO2eq/ktoe)] x 300
Baht/ tCO2eq
44,000 tMSW/day x 365 days
x 0.454 tCO2eq/tMSW x 300
Baht/ tCO2eq
14,327.62 million baht–
13,159.27 million baht

Notes:.
*1 USD = 30 baht.
**An electricity generation of 500 MW is equal to 261.28 ktoe [11]. The total EFW target is 261.28 ktoe
of electricity + 495 ktoe of heat = 756.28 ktoe.

4.3. Analysis of Patterns of Interaction
4.3.1. Classification of the Cooperation Intensity
Park, Srivastava, and Gnyawali [34] and Weber and Heidenreich [33] asserted that the degrees
to which an actor cooperates with its partners can vary across different partners and periods of time;
these aspects relate to the conditions that characterize a situation. The authors regarded these extents
of interaction as reflective of the intensity of cooperation. This explanation motivated the current
research to classify patterns of cooperation in the AEDP policy process into different levels of
cooperation intensity given that cooperation is the result of varying scales of an actor’s decision to
interact or work with another. In consonance with this approach, we defined the intensity of
cooperation as actor interaction that involves vigorous contribution to policy works and outcomes.
The levels of cooperation intensity in the AEDP policy process are reflected in an actor’s decision to;
cooperate by (1) pursuing common goals and mutual benefits, (2) pooling resources, (3) sharing
responsibility, (4) synchronizing activities, and (5) monitoring partners. Each level of cooperation
intensity is described as follows.
First, the pursuing of common goals and mutual benefits is the initial level of cooperation intensity
occurring among actors. The goal-directed behaviors and rewards of actors are important stimuli of
cooperation because actors cooperate to create mutual value together [20,33]. Benefits are equally
important prerequisites for cooperation [67]. Nevertheless, different goals or needs can act as barriers
as they may obstruct the advancement of common goals among actors [19,68].
In the current research, two types of goals in a policy process are considered and adopted. The
first are system goals, which relate to “the characteristics of the system as a whole” and the second
are derived goals, which refers to “the uses to which power generated by organization activities can
be put” [69].
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Goal- and benefit-induced cooperation can also occur tacitly [26], in which case actors work
toward the same general objectives but each interacting individually to accomplish its own goals and
maintain control of its own resources [22]. In simple terms, actors espouse the same system goals but
do not necessarily pursue derived goals that translate to support among actors. However, individual
actors can still acquire benefits from related policies that do not impede another.
Alternatively, when actors cooperate in pursuing common goals and mutual benefits that are
obtained through negotiation and communication, all actors perceive situations, problems, and the
resolution directions congruently. Ideally, all derived goals are set consistently, thus serving both the
system goals and the derived goals of others.
When actors understand situations and partners well enough, they willingly agree to commit to
collaboratively solving problems that cannot be rectified individually. In this situation, all actors band
together, remain dedicated, and cooperate by devoting resources to problem resolution [70]. The
upshot of all these is the second level of cooperation intensity.
Second, the pooling of resources occurs when actors combine their resources to overcome the
limitations encountered in satisfying the resources necessary in joint policy works. Resources should
be pooled openly and systematically, and actors should keep in mind that the blended resources are
now designed to the benefit the public, with such resources belonging to everyone. Although
resource pooling facilitates a smooth policy workflow, some actors can be compelled to share
cherished resources and/or disclose sensitive information.
The combination of resources can solve certain problems, such as information and human
resource shortage, but an important requirement is for actors to work collectively in competing policy
works; that is, all actors should cooperate to ensure successful policy initiatives. These actions
demand a higher level of cooperation intensity—a requirement that can be satisfied through the
sharing of responsibilities.
Third, the sharing of responsibilities among actors leads such actors to be accountable together or
share the blame for outcomes. Here, responsibilities are considered as tasks that actors are obligated
to accomplished [71]. At this level of cooperation intensity, certain actors should be authorized as
representatives, whereas others should be instructed to work in concert in eliminating constraints
and difficulties [72,73] and thereby advance a smooth workflow. Cooperation is the result of joint
efforts that are motivated by a good working relationship among actors [74], but such agents are
inevitable affected by others’ unpleasant behaviors and results. At this intensity, therefore, perfect
information becomes necessary for cooperative decision making.
To share responsibilities systematically, actors must clarify duties and roles, with a view to
addressing overlaps. When actors concertedly bear obligations, they are mutually working toward
policy targets. An essential component, therefore, is assigning responsibilities that match an actor’s
actions and control over outcomes. This level of cooperation can lead to the integration of relevant
policies among actors, which brings us to the fourth level of cooperation intensity.
Fourth, the synchronization of policy activities for the achievement of effective and sustainable
cooperation. Without such coordination, it is difficult for actors to achieve successful cooperation
[20].
Synchronized activities prompt improved policy outcomes [75], which are the results of the
effective policy process. Duplicate policy activities should be pinpointed and synchronized, and
collective policy affairs should be organized consistently to cultivate a lean policy process and
conserve resources. It is important to remember, however, that the synchronization of policy
activities can affect the control that actors can wield over policy works and outcomes. Because actors
are required to cooperate with others to support and conduct activities together, critical tasks are for
all actors to plan and agree on how tis cooperation intensity is to be approached and implemented.
Moreover, the synchronization of activities intensifies the involvement of other actors, underscoring
the necessity of ensuring systematic and effective cooperation. As noted by Ajzen [76], that if actors
consider a situation unmanageable or if they have insufficient control over actions, the likelihood of
cooperation can diminish.
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It is inevitable that when actors cooperate with others, they monitor the behaviors and
interactions of those with which they collaborate [20]. Systematic and formal monitoring is essential
to strengthen the intensity of cooperation.
Fifth, the monitoring of partner is considered the highest cooperation intensity in a policy process
because its initiation requires close coordination and involvement among actors. At this level of
cooperation, actors can check the decisions and actions implemented by their partners and share
monitoring results with one another. In doing so, they can solve problems and plan preventive
measures together. Note that partners should monitor one another in an unbiased fashion to ensure
that all actors interact purposefully and harmoniously under limited resources and to guarantee that
work redundancy is minimized. Although monitoring might render work and decision making,
actors should willingly undergo scrutiny.
Systematic and formal monitoring is important in enriching policy works and outcomes because
it facilitates an effective policy process. An issue that must be emphasized, however, is that actors
should not monitor their partners as a means of fault-finding but as a guarantee of the successful
achievement of the common goals. The concerted effort toward goal achievement is the fundamental
factor that triggers cooperation among actors under a policy process.
To facilitate the examination of cooperation intensity among government organizations in a
policy process, this research identified general attributes of the seven internal structure variables of
an action arena (Table 8). Because the evaluated actors are government organizations who occupy
different positions in the AEDP policy process, they were assumed to have complete information
about the action arena. Note that a high level of cooperation intensity necessitates perfect
information.
Table 8. Comparison of the internal structure of the action situation at different cooperation
intensities.

Cooperation intensity
Shared
Common
Synchronized
Partner
Pooled
Responsibilit
Goals and
Activities
Monitoring
Resources
y
Benefits
Actors
Government organizations responsible for policy development and implementation
Positions
Policy-maker, policy consultant, and/or policy operator
•
Clarifyin
g and
•
Clarifyin
Checking
synchronizing •
g and
and
duplicate
addressing the
monitoring
policy
overlapping
•
Commun
partners’
activities
responsibilitie
icating on
•
Committi
decisions and
•
Organizi
s
situations,
ng to the same
actions
ng collective
•
Respondi
problems, and
problems and
•
Sharing
activities
ng to the same
solution
solutions
monitoring
consistently
derived policy
direction
Actions
•
Devoting
•
Planning results with all
targets
•
Negotiati
resources
actors
and agreeing
•
Acceptin
ng common
openly and
•
Collabora
on activity
g authorized
goals and
systematically
representative synchronizatio tively solving
mutual
problems and
n
s
benefits
planning for
•
Conducti
•
Working
prevention
ng policy
collectively
activities
with others
together
Informatio
Complete, but imperfect
Complete and perfect information
n
information
Variabl
es
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Influenced mainly by policymakers

Control

•

•

Potential
outcomes

All actors
agree on
common goals
and mutual
benefits.
•
Individua
l derived goals
are set
consistently.

Actors
solve the
problems
together.
•
Pooled
resources
belong to
everyone and
used to solve
problems.
•
Limitatio
ns in resources
are overcome

Influenced primarily by policy operators
•
Overlapp
ing roles and
responsibilitie
s are
minimized
•
Policy
target
achievement is
the
responsibility
of all actors
•
Policy
integration is
realized

•

•

Costs
and
benefits

Individua
l policy
direction does
not obstruct
others
•
Both
system and
derived goals
are served

Access to
more
resources
•
Partners
that help
manage
problems
•
Disclosed
or sharing of
sensitive
resources

•

Smooth
policy
workflow
•
Effects
from others’
unpleasant
behaviors and
results

•

•
Policy
activities are
wellorganized
•
Policy
activities are
addressed and
supported by
all actors

Actors
work
purposefully
and
harmoniously
•
Work
redundancy is
minimized
•
Problems
are solved or
prevented in
time

•
Lean
policy process
•
Saving
resources
•
Effects on
individual
actor’s control
over policy
works and
outcomes

•
Effective
policy process
•
Inflexibili
ty in work and
decisionmaking

4.3.2. Intensity of cooperation under the policy process of AEDP 2015
1.

The proposed levels of cooperation intensity were adopted in the exploration of cooperation in
the policy development and implementation of interest in this work. Policy development
In the development of EFW targets for AEDP 2015, the MoEN plays the most important role as
a decision maker that is accorded full power to decide on and formulate policy. The MoNRE and MoI
are involved principally as policy consultants who share information, suggestions, and knowledge
required by the MoEN.
Considering the intensity of cooperation in the development of AEDP 2015, all the actors share
a common goal in solving problems caused by MSW and will gain mutual benefits in serving the
national agenda when the goal is achieved. Therefore, actors can use commonality in goals and
benefits as a reference when deciding on whether or not cooperate with other parties. This is
considered a good starting point for further cooperation given that all actors agree on a single
direction. Nevertheless, it is important to note that individual actors are still committed to their own
policies, which are regarded as different derived goals.
As demonstrated by the interview results, the MoEN’s derived goals lie in the conversion of
MSW into EFW, as stated in the AEDP 2015 targets. The derived goals of the MoNRE are to reduce
MSW generation and increase sanitation in MSW treatment, but the ministry views EFW as a by-product
of MSW reuse and recycling. For the MoI, a derived goal is the reduction of organic waste at dump sites,
driving it to focus on encouraging people to separate organic waste and use it as a fertilizer. All these
actors try to solve the MSW problems experienced by Thailand, but variances in their derived goals
have given rise to different solutions—a situation that can hinder elevation to a stronger level of
cooperation for a particular policy.
During the development of EFW targets, the MoEN required cooperation from the MoNRE and
MoI in pooling resources, especially information about MSW management. The interview findings
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uncovered that even though the two aforementioned actors shared ideas and information with the
MoEN, they did not openly accomplish this task and acted similar to outsiders that do not near
responsibility for the success of AEDP 2015. This discrepancy in commitment was further compounded
by varying EFW priorities, as reflected in the ministries’ derived goals. As a result, the MoNRE and MoI
did not see necessity of the information sharing, which in turn affected the pooling of resources and
impeded the movement toward increased cooperation intensity.
Cooperation through the sharing of responsibilities among the actors is not easily discernible,
but the MoEN staff have attempted such sharing with the MoNRE by setting up action plans in as
much accordance as possible with the National Solid Waste Master Plan. The interviewees explained
that when problems occur, all relevant actors should concertedly assume accountability for solving
problems.
During the development of AEDP 2015, one of the most important activities were public hearings.
The interview stated that individual actors conducted these events separately possibly because of
differences in the timing of policy development and the duration of policy implementation. Had
relevant policies been integrated, the actors could have at least synchronized their public hearing
activities. This synchronization would have enabled them to acquire various views and comments
on MSW problems and solutions and, in the end, analyze the situation together and identify solutions
holistically.
In the matter of partner monitoring, because the AEDP 2015 development is the sole responsibility
of the MoEN, such checks and balances were not mentioned by interviewees.
2.

Policy implementation
Achieving EFW targets under AEDP 2015 implementation necessitates the establishment of
collective waste collection centers, whose construction is the responsibility of the MoI with support
from the MoNRE.
In this respect, the actors still pursue the same common goals and benefits seeing as such
elements cascaded from the development of AEDP 2015. However, the MoNRE and MoI continue to
be devoted to the implementation of their own policies.
Another significant strategy is motivating the MoI and the private sector to invest in EFW plants.
In keeping with this approach, the MoEN provides incentives to investors and cooperates with the
MoNRE in sharing knowledge and information on EFW technologies to interested parties.
In the implementation of AEDP 2015, the actors do not fully shoulder responsibilities as a team.
As mentioned previously, the building of the collective waste collection centers is the responsibility
of the MoI, which is aided by the MoNRE in terms of ensuring feasibilities, knowledge, and information
about technologies and investments. The MoNRE also supports the MoEN in research and development
for EFW technologies and production.
Similar to the synchronization of activities, cooperation intensity at this level is imperceptible.
Cooperation among the actors, in its current form, is limited to linking activities for EFW investment
owing to the MoEN’s encouragement of the MoI, through inducements, to convert collected MSW
into energy and the MoNRE’s facilitations of the EIA process through a reduction of the time spent
on the approval process.
The interviewees indicated that the actors failed to fully monitor one another given the
inflexibility and suspicion of fault-finding actors; against this backdrop, no one took the monitoring
process seriously. Employees of the MoEN and MoNRE stated that they simply monitor policy
implementation results because they do not have the right or authority to force or push others to
accomplish policy works. Furthermore, no formal and effective monitoring system is implemented
by the actors. The sluggishness in developing an effective monitoring system may be attributed to
the unwillingness of actor to be subjected to scrutiny. Table 9 compares the ideal situation for each
level of cooperation intensity with the actual cooperation occurring during the AEDP 2015
development and implementation. The causes of the gaps between ideal and actual cooperation are
discussed in the succeeding section.
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Table 9. Comparison of ideal and actual cooperate in the AEDP 2015 development and
implementation.

Actual Situation

Cooperation
intensity

Ideal Situation
•

Common goals
and mutual
benefits

Pooled
resources

Shared
responsibilities

Synchronized
activities

Actors have similar
common goals and
consistent derived goals
that support one another.
•
Problem responses
and solutions are
prioritized in the same
direction
•
All actors agree on
and satisfy mutual
benefits.
•
Actors are
committed to problem
solving and are concerned
with public benefits more
than individual benefits
•
Resources are
combined openly and
systematically
•
Pooled resources are
devoted to the public and
belong to all actors.
•
All overlapping
responsibilities and roles
are clarified and shared
systematically
•
All relevant policy
works are linked
systematically
•
Policy target
achievement is the
responsibility of all actors
•
Actors trust and
respect their partners.
•
Responsibilities
match an actor’s action
and control over
outcomes
•
All actors work and
agree on the
synchronization of policy
activities
•
All duplicate
activities are clarified and
synchronized
•
Collective policy
activities are organized

Policy Development

Policy
Implementation

•
Actors have
common goals in
solving MSW problems,
but they see and
prioritize problems and
solutions differently
•
Actors agree on
mutual benefits in
serving the national
agenda, but their
satisfaction is doubtful

_

•
Actors are not
committed to the same
solutions.
•
Information is not
pooled openly. Actors
are still concerned
about the possible
negative consequences
of fully disclosing
information.

_

•
MoEN has tried to
link policy works with
others by adjusting
EFW targets in
accordance with the
related policies that
were launched.
•
Mismatch requires
action and control over
the outcomes of
MoNRE and MoI in the
policy development
process

•
No policy targets
are assumed by actors.
•
Some roles and
responsibilities are still
overlapping
•
Each actor is
responsible for its own
policy only
•
There is a
mismatch in MoI
responsibilities and
actions intended to
support the EFW
development and
investment.

•
No plan to clarify
and synchronize the
related policy activities
formally

•
Many activities
remain duplicated
•
Policy activities
are conducted
separately
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•
Actors support and
conduct synchronized
policy activities
•
Actors monitor their
partners without bias to
ensure the effectiveness of
policy workflow, not for
fault-finding.
•
Actors are willing to
let others check and
monitor their work.
•
A formal and
effective monitoring
system is in place.

_

•
No formal and
effective monitoring
system is in place.
•
Actors monitor
the outcomes after the
completion of
activities or processes.
•
Actors are
unwilling to be
checked and
monitored.

5. Discussion
In different countries, policies visibly exert a significant influence on the development of
renewable energy and investment in this resource; therefore, active involvement and effective
cooperation among relevant actors are the major precondition for the transition to renewable energy
utilization [4]. To this end, this study focused on the examination of cooperation among actors under
a policy process as reflective of patterns of interaction that relate to the behaviors of actors and the
consequences of such conduct on expected policy outcomes [20]. Park, Srivastava, and Gnyawali [34]
classified the different degrees to which actors cooperate with their partners given that the extent of
collaboration can vary depending on partners and period of time [33]. This concept was adopted in
the present study, this time to classify cooperation in the AEDP policy process, and the intensity of
cooperation was defined as actor interactions that entail intensive contributions to policy works and
outcomes. Correspondingly, five levels of cooperation intensity were conceptualized; collaboration
through (1) the pursuit of common goals and mutual benefits, (2) the pooling of resources, (3) the
sharing of responsibilities, (4) the synchronization of activities, and (5) the monitoring of partners.
This cooperation hierarchy can be used as a guide in analyzing current and future (projected)
cooperation and advancing enhanced collaboration.
We applied the proposed cooperation intensity levels to the case study (Table 9) and found that
the main gaps between ideal and actual interactions are (1) differences in perceptions of MSW
problems and the prioritization of the solutions put forward by individual actors; (2) the actors’
commitment to the different solutions; (3) inconsistency among responsibilities, actions, and control
over the outcomes of the actors; (4) the failure of the actors to clarify and synchronize related and
duplicate policy activities; and (5) the unwillingness of the actors to undergo checking and
monitoring.
This study likewise identified and scrutinized the variables that influence the gaps between ideal
and actual cooperation in the case study. This objective was accomplished by probing into different
cooperation intensity levels during the AEDP policy development and implementation on the basis
of ideal action arena structures (Table 8). The gap in cooperation intensity with respect to common
goals and mutual benefits is caused by variances between ideal and actual actions. The actors do not
clearly communicate individual views regarding MSW problems and solution directions. This
deficient communication drives the actors to solve national MSW challenges in different ways, as
reflected in the inconsistency of their derived goals. With regard to resource pooling, the actors also
pursue divergent solutions, thereby affecting potential outcomes and causing difficulties in
combining resources.
Before considering the variables that influence the gaps in the rest of the cooperation intensity
levels, it should be noted that the actors do not have perfect information, which is the ideal variable
in the action arena for shared responsibilities, synchronized activities, and partner monitoring.
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Information is a critical source of gaps because the actors are compelled to decide and act under
inadequate information.
Gaps in shared responsibilities are caused by actions, potential outcomes, and control variables.
In the case study, the actors do not implement effective actions in clarifying overlapped
responsibilities and thus respond to varying policy targets. This affects the balance of control given
that the MoEN is the sole agent responsible for the achievement of AEDP 2015 targets, whereas the
MoI is the policy operator who oversees the selection of MSW treatment approaches. Additionally,
activities are not synchronized because the actors neither plan for such integrating nor organize
policy activities together. In the matter of partner monitoring, the Thai government experiences
difficulty in accomplishing this aspect of cooperation given that action arena variables (i.e., actions,
information, control, potential outcomes, and costs and benefits) have yet to be constructed. Currently,
no effective monitoring system under Thai bureaucracy is in place, and the actors themselves are
unwilling to undergo checking and monitoring because of the inflexibility, suspicion, and faultfinding to which actors resort when mistakes are made.
According to Smajgl, Leitch, and Lynam [77], all action arenas are influenced by the rules-inuse. In the IAD framework, rules-in-use include both formal and informal rules that significantly
impact an action arena [41]. This study investigated aggregation, information, and scope rules that
chiefly affect the actors’ decisions and consequent outcomes. The effects of these rules on action arena
variables were used to explain the decisions, actions, and behaviors of the actors involved in the case
study. Because all the actors are government organizations, formal rules are enacted as laws or
regulations. Focus therefore, revolved around the informal rules that are molded by norms and
behaviors [78]. Informal rules can be combined with formal ones, which can then restrict how actors
interact and make decisions.
In consideration of different rules under the category of information rules, the one that most
essentially affects the information variable in the action arena is the shame-prone culture that
discourages the disclosure of sensitive information [63]. This rule prevents actors from acquiring
perfect information, which is necessary for movement toward a higher cooperation intensity. Limited
information affects actors’ decisions seeing as they are forced to decide with inadequate knowledge
as a basis. Elevation to more intense cooperation is likewise impeded by the control variable that is
governed by the rule on avoiding decisions that can cause conflicts, tensions, and, particularly,
increased workload among actors [61,62]. This rule is categorized as of aggregate type, specifying
how actors decide over choices. When actors’ decision-making hinges on the desire to avoid conflicts,
tensions, and increased workload, potential outcomes can be constrained. The potential outcome
variable is controlled by scope rules. In the case study, the most important scope rule is path
dependency. Given that the MoEN faces imperfect information and is constrained by the avoidance
of conflicts, tensions, and increased workload for its partner, it is obligated to forecast potential
outcomes on the basis of path dependency. Cooperation intensity in the case study is low; thus,
predicting potential outcomes with past situations as basis is inevitable, although a higher
cooperation intensity in the future might be deterred.
As patterns of cooperation are influenced by an action arena and variables in the action arena
are influenced by rules-in-use, theoretically, changing the latter should result in a more appropriate
internal action arena structure, which should improve the patterns of that underlie cooperation
among Thai government organizations. For example, when actors make decisions, they should
concern themselves with elevating the quality of national social welfare rather than devoting
resources to circumventing conflicts, tensions, or increased employee workload. This does not mean,
however, that actors should be aggressive and inflexible; rather, they should decide sincerely and
reasonably for the benefit of the country. Moreover, adherence to the shame-prone culture should
stop because it is a tremendous obstacle not only to advancement to more intense cooperation but
also to the development of an entire policy process.
Notwithstanding the potential advantage of altering rules-in-use, especially informal ones, such
strategy is not easy and takes time. In practice, adjusting some variables in an action arena can be
more easily and more rapidly achieved. Actors evaluate situations differently, and they work under
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diverse conditions; an essential requirement, then, is to fine-tune understanding among actors.
Consistent with this requirement, this research recommends obligating all actors to thoroughly
communicate with their partners at every cooperation intensity as good understanding among actors,
especially with regards to individual needs and limitations, is crucial to collaboration and improvements
to cooperation intensity in the future. Because Thai government organizations evaluated their
performance twice a year, the satisfaction of their partners with communication should be used as a
performance criterion. As van Karnenbeek and Janssen-Jansen [78] explained, informal rules are “the
rules that are shaped by norms and behavior”. Therefore, when actors communicate intensively, they
gradually become accustomed to this behavior, which slowly becomes the norm for them.
Consequently, intensive communication during collaboration in a policy process can serve as the
rules that drives the actions of government organizations in the future.
As Chenboonthai and Watanabe [64] examined government organizations as actors in an action
arena and explained that because actors value their own policy capacities (i.e., the conditions
conducive to policy development and implementation) and those of others differently, they face
difficulties in cooperating during policy works. In the present research, the effects of the internal
structure of an action situation in an action arena on patterns of cooperation were investigated, along
with the effects of the rules-in-use on the variables of the action situation. Ineffective cooperation is
influenced not only by the different valuations of actor’s policy capacities, but also by inappropriate
internal action arena structures, which might be controlled by rules-in-use. As a result, understanding
the policy capacities of actors is potentially insufficient to advance effective cooperation, but it
remains necessary to understand rules-in-use and the action situations that constrain actors.
6. Conclusions
Remedying ineffective cooperation among Thai government organizations is critical for effective
policy development and implementation, but studies on cooperation under policy processes are
limited. To fill this void, the current research expanded our grasp of Thai policy processes by casting light
on cooperation from an institutional perspective; this orientation was adopted given that institutions
affect the decisions made by actors—an influence that, in turn, impacts policy outcomes [13]. The
IAD framework was selected as the tool for carrying out the case study on collaboration among the
MoEN, MoNRE, and MoI, which are involved in EFW target development and implementation under
AEDP 2015. To add value to the research, we adopted the concept of cooperation intensity, which
pertains to actors’ interactions that involve vigorous contribution to policy work and policy
outcomes. We then categorized such intensity into five levels, which are reflected in collaboration
through (1) the pursuit of common goals and mutual benefits, (2) the pooling of resources, (3) the
sharing of responsibilities, (4) the synchronization of activities, and (5) the monitoring of partners.
This cooperation hierarchy can be used as a guide in the analysis of current and future (projected)
cooperative initiatives and the advancement of enhanced collaboration.
With the five levels of cooperation intensity as a basis, we found that the causes of ineffective
cooperation are differences in perceptions of MSW problems and the prioritization of solutions put
forward by the individual actors; the actors’ commitment to different solutions; the inconsistency
among responsibilities, actions, and control over the outcomes of the actors; the failure of the actors
to clarify and synchronize related and duplicate policy activities; and the unwillingness of the actors
to undergo checking and monitoring. These causes, as determined from the IAD framework,
stemmed from the effects of rules-in-use—especially informal information, aggregation, and scope
rules—on the actors’ behaviors and decisions. Changing rules is not an easy task, and altering actors’
behaviors instantly is difficult to accomplish. To improve cooperation, we recommend obligating all
actors to thoroughly communicate with their partners at every cooperation intensity level as good
understanding among actors, particularly with regard to individual needs and limitations, is crucial to
collaboration and improvements to cooperation intensity in the future. Because Thai government
organizations evaluate their performance twice a year, the satisfaction of their partners with
communication should be used as a performance criterion.
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Similar to other studies, the present study is encumbered with certain limitations. First, our
findings were obtained from an ex-post analysis characterized by a limited number of variables and
constraints. Second, the proposed classification of cooperation intensity is a simplified one, when in
reality, cooperation does not occur as systematically and as linearly as described in this research. The
establishment of cooperation can proceed backward, in a combined fashion, or be disregarded
altogether. It is hoped, however, that the lessons learned from the case study and the
recommendations will benefit future research on policy development and implementation, especially
in service of the next revision of AEDP 2015.
For further research, scholars can look into the effects of institutions that govern other patterns
of interaction that affect effective policy development and implementation by actors. These patterns
include negotiation, communication, and ignorance. Researchers can also investigate the evaluative
criteria used in assessing the connections between cooperative behaviors and their outcomes.
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Acronyms
AEDP
EFW
EIA
FiTs
GHG
KTOE
IAD
LCOE
MoEN
MoNRE
MoI
MSW
tCO2eq
WMS

Alternative Energy Development Plan
Energy from waste
Environment Impact Assessment
Feed-in-Tariffs
Green House Gas
Kilo Tons of Oil Equivalent
Institutional Analysis and Development
Leverized Cost of Energy
Ministry of Energy
Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment
Ministry of Interior
Municipal Solid Waste
Ton of CO2 equivalent
Waste Management System
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